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Dalkey Archive Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 208 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x
5.5in. x 0.6in.Sister Carrie is a first novel by a woman writer possessing such an original voice and
slashing, surrealistic wit that she is sure to take her place at the forefront of cutting-edge fiction
writers. Carrie Meeber leaves her stifling Florida home for Chicago, where she enters the related
fields of advertising and prostitution. As an unflappable narrator makes inquiries into her bizarre
life, a cartoonish, hyperkinetic, blaring street world envelops the reader. Depraved characters
parade themselves and their crass literary leanings; many keep journals, out of which Carrie is
revealed with stylistic pyrotechnics. Fairbankss scrappy, fantastic, debauched characters reveal
themselves as well in hot rapid monologue and dialogue. There is something of Kathy Acker in
Sister Carrie, something of Ronald Firbank, William Burroughs, Mark Leyner perhaps, even the
Joyce of Finnegans Wake. (And Theodore Dreisers Sister Carrie revamped, accessorized, given riot
grrrl attitude). But it is finally a tour de force from a young woman writer with a voice all her own
and a sardonic world-view perfect for the irony-clad nineties. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN....
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Reviews
Totally one of the better publication I have actually read through. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. Its been printed in an extremely
simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading through this ebook in which basically modified me, modify the way i think.
-- Mr s. Ma udie Weima nn
A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a Pollich
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